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ABSTRACT

This study was aimed at developing the teaching aids to be utilized in Visual Art Education classrooms. Portrait is the most difficult lesson to teach as it involves tedious process and highly-skilled procedure (Opie, 2003). A teaching kit for teaching portrait lesson (Portrait Teaching Kit) was developed; integrating Dick and Carey Model (2005) as to prepare the instructional technology as the alternative in teaching portrait among teachers. This study was identified the VAE teachers’ perception and motivation towards Portrait Teaching Kit as the teaching aid in VAE subject. A descriptive survey research was employed as to collect all the data. In this study, the respondents chosen were 30 experienced teachers of VAE subject among selected secondary school in Kuala Kangsar, Perak. Based on the findings, the study shown that implementation of Portrait Teaching Kit in VAE subject can provided new ideas and knowledge and enhanced VAE teachers’ perception and motivation to delivering portrait lesson in the classroom. It is hoped that the Portrait Teaching Kit can facilitate portrait lesson among VAE.
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Visual Art Education (VAE) plays a vital role in instilling the awareness and promotes the value of creativity. In Malaysian educational system, VAE has been designed in line with national aspiration as to produce citizen who are whole-rounded person towards the betterment of life and the development of the nations occur in ongoing effort as mention in National of Educational Philosophy (Ministry of Education, 2013).

According to Bahagian Pembangunan Kurikulum (2012), VAE subject in secondary school is a comprehensive subject consisting of fine arts, visual communication, design and craft. The comprehensiveness of VAE subject covered the theory and practical in the teaching and learning process. For practical lessons, VAE covers the art production such as drawing, painting, printing, graphic design, multimedia, landscape, interior design and traditional craft. VAE in Malaysian secondary school was divided into two phases which is the lower level (Form 1 until Form 3) while upper level (Form 4 and 5). In lower secondary level, the learning process is about theories that emphasize on art history and appreciation of visual art and also the art production. Meanwhile, at the upper secondary level, VAE is offered as an elective subject which emphasizes more in-depth in the aspects of the visual arts.